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y An Indication of Co2 savings against road transport
on one of our most popular lanes 

   CO2 (KG)                                         CO2 (KG)           

Poznan - Manchester 1689 867

514

572

Wrocław - Glasgow

Katowice - Tilbury

Gliwice  - Dublin

1908

1598

2300 763

www.samskip.com

Everlasting experience
OFFERING MULTIMODAL SERVICES  SINCE 1991 

Multimodal transport solutions connecting
Poland to Samskip’s extensive network 
Our multimodal service is suitable for a broad variety of commodities, we
have the local expertise and global network to get it to its destination  

The ease of our services

One point of contact  
A dedicated team of professionals
specialized to service you in Polish and
English languages 

Reliable Capacity
Convenient access to regular and
stable transport capacity, defying
current scarcity. 

mySamskip Portal
Our all new customer portal allows you
to create and complete your booking,
without any hassle.ou
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PALLETIZED CONTAINERS SHIPMENTS 
Offering an extended network of door-to-door services
based on 45’ container loading trailer equivalent of 33 euro
or 26 industrial pallets including transport on road, rail, and
sea, warehousing, and products to ensure your cargo is
protected throughout the end-to-end journey. 

Scale up your business

Poland Door-Door
Multimodal Service

Filip Chajecki
Managing Director 
Gdansk, Poland
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UK Customs Specialist
Whether you have experience with
international borders or not, we have
the expertise

Don't worry about availability, we offer
booking flexibility and adjust to your
needs

Our extended network
Smooth connection possibilities within
our European network towards UK, IE,
Iberia and Norway/Norway Westcoast

+48 538 237 134
filip.chajecki@samskip.com

our 45ft containers offer capacity for either 33 EUR and 26 UK pallets

With many years of experience, Samskip has built up valuable
experience, a strong local presence as well as an extensive
customer base. 

Monika Skiba 
Field Sales Executive
Gdansk, Poland
+48 660 777 681
monika.skiba@samskip.com 
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Multimodal connections
from and to Poland

www.samskip.com


